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the UK’s largest train driver’s union rep
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3. ASLEF ha
Whilst drivvers will ha
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4. ASLEF alsso had concerns ovver the driv
ago, Rail Operations Group a
advertised in Penfrie
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ves that in a role as safety crittical as dri ving trains
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drivers wh
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5. In addition
permanen
nt contractt with anotther establlished train
n operatorr or freightt

operator. When this is the case, it becomes difficult to monitor how many
cumulative hours a driver has worked. Once again this has significant
safety implications as it becomes impossible to monitor fatigue.

6. ASLEF has concerns over Rail Operations Group’s use the Institute of
Professional Train Drivers. ASLEF does not support the concept of
individuals paying to pre-qualify for driver training. Nor does the union
support an individual then paying to train as a train driver, and then paying
again to maintain route and traction knowledge. The only driver training
courses ASLEF will recognise are those that have been negotiated by the
union with the TOC's or FOC's, and ratified by the Executive Committee.

7. ASLEF believes that the casualised and ad hoc nature of Rail Operations
Group presents a real threat to both those working for them, and other
workers on our Network. The union is therefore unable to support the
application and hopes the ORR will consider our objections when making
their decision.
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